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All serious Sherlock Holmes enthusiasts want to visit London to see the places mentioned in
the Great Detective s adventures. The e-book version of See the London of Sherlock Holmes
allows enthusiasts to -visit- London from their home computers, or internet connected TVs.
This is achieved by hyperlinking the latitude & longitude addresses in the book to the -Street
View- feature in Google Maps. The map coordinates are also GPS addresses for those who
visit London with hand-held GPS devices. The book groups the 400+ Sherlock Holmes sites by
the nearest underground or railway station. Entering GPS addresses after arriving at the
station will generate turn-by-turn directions from one Sherlock Holmes site to another. Six
walking tour maps are also included. These are not the usual rambling tours, but walks in
Holmes and Watsons footsteps. Finally, for those with a statistical bent, the book lists 454
characters named in the book, and statistically analyzes their titles and occupations.
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Part VIII - Eliminate the Impossible: 1892-1905 features contributions by: Deana Baran, Tim
Symonds, Sandor Jay Sonnen, Ben Cardall, Andrew Lane, Michael Mallory, Wendy C. Fries,
Aaron Smith, Arthur Hall, Robert Perret, Nick Cardillo, Paul D. Gilbert, Cindy Dye, Tracy
Revels, Derrick Belanger, William Meikle, Marcia Wilson, David Friend, Roger Riccard, Craig
Janacek, Jeremy Branton Holstein, Will Murray, David Ruffle, Daniel McGachey, and David
Marcum, with a poem by Christopher James, and forewords by David Marcum, Lee Child,
Rand Lee, Michael Cox, and Melissa Farnham. In 2015, The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories burst upon the scene, featuring adventures set within the correct time period,
and written by many of today’s leading Sherlockian authors from around the world. Those first
three volumes were overwhelmingly received, and there were soon calls for additional
collections. Since then, their popularity has only continued to grow, with six volumes already
released, and now two more, Eliminate the Impossible, featuring tales of Holmes’s encounters
with seemingly impossible events - ghosts and hauntings, curses and mythical beasts, and
more. In “The Sussex Vampire”, Holmes tells Watson: “This agency stands flat-footed upon
the ground, and there it must remain. The world is big enough for us. No ghosts need apply.”
In each of the stories presented in this massive two-volume collection, Holmes approaches the
varied problems with one of his favorite maxims firmly in place: “. . . . when you have
eliminated the impossible whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth . . . .” But
what, exactly, is the truth? 2017 is the 130th anniversary of the publication of A Study in
Scarlet, the first recorded adventure of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John H. Watson. What an
amazing journey it’s been! In addition to the pitifully few sixty tales originally presented in The
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Canon, published between 1887 and 1927, there have been literally thousands of additional
Holmes adventures in the form of books, short stories, radio and television episodes, movies,
manuscripts, comics, and fan fiction. And yet, for those who are true friends and admirers of
the Master Detective of Baker Street, where it is always 1895 (or a few decades on either side
of that!) these stories are not enough. Give us more! The forty-eight stories in these two
companion volumes represent some of the finest new Holmesian storytelling to be found, and
honor the man described by Watson as “the best and wisest . . . whom I have ever known.”
Hired by the king of Sweden to authenticate an odd stone unearthed by a Minnesota farmer,
Sherlock Holmes soon finds himself investigating theft and murder as well.
Dogged by depression, doubt, and—as a trip to the Mayo Clinic has revealed—emphysema,
66-year-old Sherlock Holmes is preparing to return to England when he receives a shock: a
note slipped under his hotel room door, from a vicious murderer he’d nearly captured in
Munich in 1892. The murderer, known as the Monster of Munich, announces that he has
relocated to Eisendorf, a tiny village near the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. If Holmes is
not what he once was, the same can be said for Eisendorf: once a thriving community founded
by German idealists but now a dying town with only forty residents—two of whom have, indeed,
died recently under highly mysterious circumstances. Replete with all the gothic richness of
Larry Millett’s earlier Holmes novels, Sherlock Holmes and the Eisendorf Enigma links events
in 1892 Germany with those in small-town Minnesota in 1920 in a double mystery that tests the
aging detective’s mettle—and the reader’s nerve—as never before. Guided by Eisendorf’s
peculiar archivist and taunted by the Monster, Holmes finds himself drawn into the town’s dark
history of violence and secrecy, and into the strange tunnels that underscore the old flour mill
where answers, and grievous danger, lie in wait. No longer the cool, flawless logician of times
past, Holmes must nonetheless match wits with a fiendish opponent who taunts him right up to
a final, explosive confrontation.
It is Christmas 1889: Sherlock Holmes becomes involved in a case of international importance
when the senior partner and master engraver of London's most eminent security printer seeks
his aid most urgently; the newly engraved, but as yet unproofed, plates for the next run of
official Bank of England GBP10 notes have been stolen from the company's high-security
vault, with no sign of forced entry to the premises. The currency of Great Britain is in grave
danger. The Chief Cashier of The Bank of England believes he has no choice but to pay a vast
ransom, but Sherlock Holmes thinks otherwise The secret and illicit printing press is even now
running... But where is it located? Holmes and Watson have just five days to unravel the
mystery, apprehend the villains and save the nation's economy from complete collapse - or pay
the staggering ransom demand. But there will be perilous consequences; the investigation
takes the duo deep into the vilest and most dangerous rookeries of 19th-century London,
shocking and brutal murder will be done and in the process Sherlock Holmes will make an
implacable and life-long enemy who will pursue him to the end of his days to wreak his
revenge.
It is the autumn of 1880, and Dr John Watson has just returned from Afghanistan. Badly injured
and desperate to forget a nightmarish expedition that left him doubting his sanity, Watson is
close to destitution when he meets the extraordinary Sherlock Holmes, who is investigating a
series of deaths in the Shadwell district of London. Several bodies have been found, the
victims appearing to have starved to death over the course of several weeks, and yet they
were reported alive and well mere days before. Moreover, there are disturbing reports of
creeping shadows that inspire dread in any who stray too close. Holmes deduces a connection
between the deaths and a sinister drug lord who is seeking to expand his criminal empire. Yet
both he and Watson are soon forced to accept that there are forces at work far more powerful
than they could ever have imagined. Forces that can be summoned, if one is brave – or mad –
enough to dare…
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2017 is the 130th anniversary of the publication of A Study in Scarlet, the first recorded
adventure of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John H. Watson. What an amazing journey it's been! In
addition to the pitifully few sixty tales originally presented in The Canon, published between
1887 and 1927, there have been literally thousands of additional Holmes adventures in the
form of books, short stories, radio and television episodes, movies, manuscripts, comics, and
fan fiction. And yet, for those who are true friends and admirers of the Master Detective of
Baker Street, where it is always 1895 (or a few decades on either side of that!) these stories
are not enough. Give us more! In 2015, The MX Book of New Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring stories set within the correct time period, and written by many of
today's leading Sherlockian authors from around the world. Those first three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and there were soon calls for additional collections. Since then, the
popularity has only continued to grow. Two more volumes were released in 2016, and this the
first of two planned for 2017 - with no end in sight! The thirty-five stories in this volume – now
bringing the total number of narratives and participating authors in this series to well over onehundred! – represent some of the finest new Holmesian storytelling to be found, and honor the
man described by Watson as "the best and wisest ... whom I have ever known." All royalties
from this collection are being donated by the writers for the benefit of the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former homes of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Part VI: 2017 Annual features
contributions by: Bob Byrne, Julie McKuras, Derrick Belanger, Robert Perret, Deanna Baran,
G.C. Rosenquist, Hugh Ashton, David Timson, Shane Simmons, Stephen Wade, Mark Mower,
David Friend, Nick Cardillo, Roger Riccard, S. Subramanian, Carl L. Heifetz, Geri Schear, S.F.
Bennett, Jennifer Copping, Jim French, Carla Coupe, Narrelle Harris, Arthur Hall, Craig
Janacek, Marcia Wilson, Tracy Revels, Molly Carr, Keith Hann, David Ruffle, David Marcum,
Thomas A. Turley, Jan Edwards, C. Edward Davis, Tim Symonds, and Daniel D. Victor, with a
poem by Bonnie MacBird, and forewords by David Marcum, Nicholas Utechin, Roger Johnson,
Steve Emecz, and Melissa Farnham.
The year is 1896, and St. Paul’s magnificent Winter Carnival is under way when Holmes and
Watson are summoned by the city’s most powerful man, railroad magnate James J. Hill. A
wealthy young man disappears on the eve of his wedding—and his fiancée suspiciously
discards her wedding dress. After a grisly discovery in the carnival’s Ice Palace leads to a
flurry of clues, Holmes is on the case. His pursuit of the murderer takes him through the
highest echelons of St. Paul society and into cahoots with Shadwell Rafferty, a gregarious
saloonkeeper and part-time private investigator. Soon Holmes, Watson, and Rafferty are
embroiled in a perilous adventure that takes them from one frozen corner of the city to another
and out onto the treacherous ice of the Mississippi River as they trail a cruel and ruthless killer.
Following the success of the earlier volume, A Farewell to Baker Street, we have another
collection of previously unknown Holmes and Watson tales that will excite the interests of
readers across the globe - The Baker Street Case-Files. A decade before his death, Dr Watson
let it be known that with his passing he wished his nephew, Christopher Henry Watson MD, to
be the executor of his will and guardian of all his personal and pecuniary affairs. One of the
tasks he sanctioned was that his nephew should use his discretion in selecting for publication
some of the three dozen or so cases involving Holmes and Watson which had not already
seen the light of day. These seven new stories shed more light on the remarkable talents of Mr
Sherlock Holmes. The first in the collection, The Case of the Rondel Dagger, occurred before
Holmes and Watson met. The Mile End Mynah Bird is a fascinating tale set in the period
beyond The Great War when both men appear reluctant to retire. From the plotting of The
Radicant Munificent Society to the hidden message of The Manila Envelope, there is much to
entertain and enthrall us. As before, these tales are designed to contribute in some small part
to the lasting memory of two extraordinary men who once occupied that setting we have come
to know and love as 221B Baker Street. Once again, ‘The game is afoot!’
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Automne 1880. Le Dr John Watson rentre tout juste d’Afghanistan. Blessé et prêt à tout pour
oublier une expédition cauchemardesque qui l’a conduit à douter de sa santé mentale,
Watson voit sa vie changer lorsqu’il fait la connaissance de l’extraordinaire Sherlock Holmes.
Le détective enquête sur une série de décès survenus dans le quartier londonien de Shadwell.
Plusieurs victimes qui semblent mortes d’avoir été affamées pendant des semaines ont été
retrouvées, alors que des témoins les ont vues vivantes et en bonne santé à peine quelques
jours plus tôt... De plus, d’inquiétants témoignages évoquent des ombres furtives qui
inspireraient l’effroi à quiconque les approcherait. Holmes établit un lien entre les morts et un
sinistre baron de la drogue qui cherche à étendre son empire criminel. Cependant, Watson et
lui sont bientôt obligés d’admettre que des forces sont à l’œuvre dont la puissance dépasse
l’imagination. Des forces que l’on peut invoquer, à condition d’être assez audacieux ou
assez fou... « Avec un talent consommé, Lovegrove évoque le style de Doyle tout en ajoutant
une bonne dose d’éléments macabres et fantastiques caractéristiques du mythe de Cthulhu...
Avec ce roman, il met la barre très haut. » - San Francisco Book Review « Incontournable. » Bio Gamer Girl
During a late-night storm, the abrupt arrival of a distraught client on the doorstep of 221B
Baker Street, forces Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson to investigate a case that will lead
them through the most sinister streets and alleys of London, confronting dangerous and vicious
criminals along the way. The consulting detective and his companion are put to the test when a
young woman is found brutally murdered in her lodgings. Scotland Yard is at a loss and time is
running out for the two protagonists, with scant evidence and a growing list of suspects.
Through his investigations, Sherlock Holmes senses something more complex is afoot, but he
is unable to uncover the full truth until the culprits are revealed and the case is brought to a
successful resolution. Until then, he is forced to play a treacherous game that will test both his
mental and emotional qualities.
He turned up the light, filled and lit a pipe, and then turned to the note from Sherlock Holmes. It
read: "Pitt-Inspector MacLeish paid me a visit this evening to discuss the particulars of a
murder that occurred at Coldfall Lodge, Tetherdown. Mr. Artimus Weatherill was brutally
murdered and property taken, including a fair amount in sovereigns. There are some
particulars regarding this event that puzzle MacLeish and since I am returning to Glasgow in
the morning to testify in the Seamus Walsh affair, I took the liberty of telling the Inspector you
would look into it in my absence. If your appointments will give you the morning, MacLeish will
be at Coldfell Lodge at seven o'clock. Best regards, Holmes" Enter Joshua Pitt, inquiry agent,
chess playing opponent of Dr. Watson, and one-time Baker Street Irregular who has set up
shop little more than a block away on Baker Street. A young man in his late twenties, he is
rarely without a smoking pipe at hand, a good blend of tobacco, and prefers strong Assam tea
and Highland whiskey. His cases are as much adventure as mystery, and the reader is invited
along for the ride, in a hansom, of course.
This carefully crafted ebook: “The Collected "Sherlock Holmes" Stories (4 novels and 44 short
stories + An Intimate Study of Sherlock Holmes by Conan Doyle himself)” is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. The collection of “The Collected
"Sherlock Holmes" Stories includes : Essay: An Intimate Study of Sherlock Holmes (Conan
Doyle's thoughts about Sherlock Holmes) Novels: A Study In Scarlet The Sign of the Four The
Hound of the Baskervilles The Valley of Fear Short story collections: The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes The Return of Sherlock Holmes His Last
Bow Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle (1859 – 1930) was a Scottish physician and writer who is
most noted for his fictional stories about the detective Sherlock Holmes, which are generally
considered milestones in the field of crime fiction. He is also known for writing the fictional
adventures of a second character he invented, Professor Challenger, and for popularising the
mystery of the Mary Celeste. He was a prolific writer whose other works include fantasy and
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science fiction stories, plays, romances, poetry, non-fiction, and historical novels.
The ninth and final Minnesota mystery, in which Shadwell Rafferty, with the inimitable Sherlock
Holmes, may have solved his own murder Like many mysteries, this one begins with a murder.
But in this case the victim happens to be the detective, on the verge of revealing the culprit in
an earlier crime. Had Shadwell Rafferty identified his own murderer? When news of Rafferty's
death reaches Sherlock Holmes, in Chicago on the last leg of an American speaking tour, the
world's most famous detective and his redoubtable companion Watson rush to Minnesota to
hunt for their friend's killer. Set amid the glittering society and sordid underworld of 1928 St.
Paul, Larry Millett's ninth and final Shadwell Rafferty mystery takes readers through the
serpentine twists of Rafferty's fatal investigation, even as Holmes, following in Rafferty's tracks,
may be closing in on the answer to both cases. This ingenious double mystery takes us to
every corner of St. Paul, from the city's most notorious speakeasy to a home for unwed
mothers to the mansions of Summit Avenue, and at every turn we find another suspect: an
ambitious mayor and his devoted fixer-in-chief, a heartless blackmailer and a police detective
mired in city hall connections, a poet-turned-mystery writer with a suspicious coterie, and a
priest hiding a terrible secret. A mysterious woman in Minneapolis who makes certain illicit
arrangements and a young man in possession of incriminating documents provide Holmes with
vital clues that lead to a final confrontation with an exceptionally devious murderer worthy of
the exceptionally devious plot that brings the Minnesota mystery series to a fitting and powerful
conclusion.
"A Minnesota mystery featuring Shadwell Rafferty."

March 1895. Hilary Term at Oxford. In the newly built extension to the University
Galleries, Professor Quantock has put the finishing touches to a wondrous
computational device which, he claims, is capable of analytical thought to rival that of
the cleverest men alive. Indeed, his so-called Thinking Engine seems equal to Sherlock
Holmes himself in its deductive powers. To prove his point, Quantock programmes his
machine to solve a murder in the Jericho area which has been baffling Oxford police.
The Engine identifies a suspect who proves not to have a valid alibi for the night of the
crime. The man is duly arrested and arraigned. Sherlock Holmes cannot ignore this
challenge. He and Watson travel to Oxford, where a battle of wits ensues between the
great detective and his mechanical counterpart as they compete to see which of them
can be first to solve a series of crimes. As man and machine vie for supremacy, it
becomes clear that the Thinking Engine has its own agenda. Holmes's and Watson's
lives are on the line as a ghost from the past catches up with them...
St. Paul, Minnesota. October 1, 1917. High above the city, a renowned local financier
named Artemis Dodge lies facedown on the floor of his armored penthouse sanctuary,
a single bullet hole in his head. Thirty stories up, in the city’s tallest building, and not a
shred of evidence or sign pointing to anyone having broken into the wealthy man’s
fortress. It is—to all appearances—an impossible crime. Enter Shadwell Rafferty:
Irishman, St. Paul saloonkeeper, sometime detective, and old friend of the celebrated
sleuth Sherlock Holmes. Summoned by Louis B. Hill—son of railroad magnate James J.
Hill—to investigate, Rafferty descends into a world dominated by greedy tycoons and
awash in political intrigue and wartime fearmongering. Suspects lurk in every corner of
the city—including Dodge’s beautiful young widow, his slippery assistant, and a
shadowy anarchist—and Rafferty pursues them from the streets of Ramsey Hill and the
rooms of the Ryan Hotel to the labyrinthine caves under the Schmidt brewery. Matching
wits with his foes at the police department and his unsavory rival, the St. Paul detective
Mordecai Jones, Rafferty knows that in order to bring a killer to justice he must first
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unravel the riddle of a single bullet fired in a locked room, three hundred feet above the
streets of St. Paul. Set during a bitter streetcar strike and amid the clandestine activities
of a ruthless commission charged with enforcing wartime patriotism, Larry Millett has
created a classic and perfectly executed locked-room mystery in the great tradition of
John Dickson Carr. From locked rooms and civil unrest to murder and wartime
paranoia, The Magic Bullet presents Rafferty’s most challenging case, and its gripping
conclusion—with a timely assist from Sherlock Holmes—finds both Rafferty and Millett at
the top of their games.
The story of Fred Wensley, a Somerset gardener who joined the Metropolitan Police in
1888 and retired, forty-one years later as Chief Constable of the CID, is an
extraordinary one.??After an abortive attempt to catch 'Jack the Ripper' by nailing strips
of bicycle tyres to the soles of his boots, Wensley got stuck into arresting the ne'er-dowells of Whitechapel, where he would spend twenty-five years of his service.??Within
months of joining the CID, Wensley, while off duty, arrested a double murderer. He
smashed the murderous Bessarabian and Odessa gangs, brought the Vendetta gang to
book when, brandishing revolvers they tried to storm a police court, played a decisive
part in the Siege of Sidney Street and created the Flying Squad.??Wensley's career
was dogged with controversy; when Stinie Morrison was convicted of murder, was he,
as he claimed, framed by Wensley? And was Edith Thompson, hanged for the murder
of her husband, as Wensley stated, 'a cold-blooded murderess' or, as her defence
counsel claimed, 'a fanciful dreamer'? ??The first King's Police Medal was awarded to
Wensley; he was appointed OBE and commended on many of occasions.??Retired
Flying Squad officer, turned author, Dick Kirby has dug deep to paint a fascinating
portrait of the man dubbed, 'The Greatest Detective of all Time'.
There is no riddle that sharp mind of detective Sherlock Holmes can’t solve.
Observation, intelligence, selflessness and bravery distinguish a famous literature
character created by writer Arthur Conan Doyle. The inimitable duet of Sherlock
Holmes and Dr Watson sets to investigation of a crime series, masterly solves
complicated cases and restores justice inside and outside London. Contents: - The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Return of Sherlock Holmes - The Hound of the
Baskervilles - A Study in Scarlet - His Last Bow - short stories
From the curious clauses in a miser's will, to a plea for help on a tiny scrap of paper,
these six cases, from the early years of Holmes's career in the 1880s, present a
singular collection of mysteries for the world's first consulting detective to resolve. What
is the significance of the arrival in the post one morning of a cardboard packet of
children's bricks? Who is the man found dying in a deserted warehouse in London's
East End, and what is he doing there? Why have the names of a couple of young
honeymooners been removed from a hotel register? Sherlock Holmes must find the
answers to these and many other puzzling questions if he is to bring these cases to a
successful conclusion. In this new collection of Sherlock Holmes short stories, wellknown author, Denis O. Smith, accurately recreates once more both the atmosphere
and the excitement of Conan Doyle's well-loved original Holmes tales.
Sherlock Holmes is bored between cases at 221B Baker Street. So when King Oskar II
of Sweden—who has heard of the discovery of the Kensington Rune Stone by a farmer
in Minnesota—asks to engage his services, Holmes jumps at the chance to decipher the
runes and determine whether the find is real or a hoax. With Dr. John H. Watson by his
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side, faithfully recording every detail, Holmes makes his way to Minnesota for a third
time. But, in the first of many strange and unfortunate coincidences, the farmer who
found the mysterious stone is murdered, and the stone itself is stolen on the day the
famous detective arrives. With the help of one Shadwell Rafferty, now a friend and
partner, Holmes must solve this baffling case to find both the stone and the murderer.
Embark on a journeythrough the Old and New Testament with Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
John Watson asthey explore exotic and spice-laden places in search of clues. The
detective and the doctor travel back intime with the help of a Moriarty-designed time
machine to investigate ten Bibledestinations, unlocking clues to ten Bible mysteries.
The most fascinatingcrime cases are those that are already solved, those that have
beeninvestigated by the police and brought to a swift, satisfying, and almostinevitable
conclusion. So it is with Bible stories which the reader mayconsider familiar and
unremarkable. But under close scrutiny these stories giveup their hidden clues, their
long kept secrets. Like a jewel newly polished,they sparkle and shine with a fresh,
introspective light. While traveling back in time to witnesscertain scenes, Holmes and
Watson unravel ten different Biblical mysteries,including the following: · The Hanging
Tree: Why did Ahithophel hang himself? · Righteous Blood is Red: Is Zechariah the son
of Berekiah orJehoiada in Matthew 23? · You Miss, You Die: Why did David take five
stones against Goliath? · Dead Man Walking: Why did Jesus delay in coming to
Lazarus in John11?
Learning that a presumed-dead killer is alive and keeping a hostage, Sherlock Holmes
sets out across multiple continents accompanied by Irish saloon keeper Shadwell
Rafferty, but finds the case further complicated by someone who is impersonating him.
20,000 first printing.

Five demons. One warrior. No second chances. Tom Yamada must fight the demon Lords of
Pain in a series of duels called the Contest - with the whole world at stake. The Second Duel
Tom faces the Lord of the Void. The king of darkness, with a heart as black as his armor.
In the summer of 1994, a workman at the historic mansion of railroad baron James J. Hill in St.
Paul, Minnesota, stumbles on a long-hidden wall safe. When experts arrive to open the safe
and examine its contents, they make an astonishing discovery. There, inside, is a handwritten
manuscript bearing the signature of John H. Watson, M.D. The manuscript contains the story
of how Sherlock Holmes and Watson traveled to Minnesota to track a murderous
arsonist—known only as the Red Demon—who is threatening both Hill and his Great Northern
Railway. Set against the backdrop of the real, devastating Hinckley forest fire of 1894,
Sherlock Holmes and the Red Demon is the tense and atmospheric first novel in Larry Millett’s
classic series of adventures that brought Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson to Minnesota.
??????????????? ?????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????……? ?????????4.3?????
?????????????????????? Goodreads?????????????????? ?????? ????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
???????????????????……? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.......???????????
????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????Goodreads??abigailscupoftea ???????????????
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His Last Bow: Some Later Reminiscences of Sherlock Holmes and The Case-Book of Sherlock
Holmes are included in this final volume to the Sherlock Holmes saga.
Five demons. One warrior. No second chances. Tom Yamada must fight the demon Lords of
Pain in a series of duels called the Contest - with the whole world at stake. The Third Duel Tom
faces the Lord of Tears. As fast as lightning and twice as deadly.
The place is Minneapolis, the year is 1903, and Michael Masterson has fallen in love, or so he
claims, with Addie Strongwood, a beautiful working-class girl with an interesting past and a
mind of her own. But their promising relationship quickly begins to disintegrate before reaching
a violent conclusion. Amid allegations of seduction, rape, and blackmail, Michael is shot dead
and Addie goes on trial for first-degree murder. As the case unfolds in a welter of conflicting
evidence and surprise discoveries, a jury must decide whether Addie acted in self-defense or
killed her one-time lover with the coldest of calculation. Reconstructing the case through trial
testimony, newspaper stories, the journal of Addie's flamboyant defense attorney, and her own
first-person account as serialized in the Minneapolis Tribune, Larry Millett builds a suspenseful
tale of love, money, betrayal, and death. Sherlock Holmes and Shadwell Rafferty, long known
to readers from Millett's previous mysteries, play crucial roles in the unraveling of the case,
which also offers a glimpse into the sharply divided worlds of the rich and the poor at the dawn
of the twentieth century.
Ten All New Early Holmes/Watson Adventures Discovered. Recently, a stash of unpublished
stories, written by Doctor John Watson, assistant to the legendary Consulting Detective,
Sherlock Holmes, were discovered – hidden within the secret corners and shadows of the
famous flat at 221b Baker Street. Collected together for the first time by author, GC
Rosenquist, the ten newly unearthed stories detail the very earliest years of the
Holmes/Watson partnership and shed a very different, personal and surprising light on their
familiar relationship. In The Pearl of Death, Holmes and Watson are asked by Scotland Yard to
recover a stolen, priceless, giant, cursed pearl – and nearly die while doing so. Mrs Watson’s
Gold Locket presents a rare mystery that Holmes fails to solve. In the Mystery of the Nameless
Man, a traveler with amnesia enlists Holmes’ aid in finding out who he is, where he came from
and why he’s in London. Lure of the Rhinoceros Head pits Holmes against an adversary he’ll
never be able to catch. The epic Case of the Marble Ghost presents Holmes with a mystery so
baffling he nearly brings himself and Scotland Yard to ruin trying to solve it. Holmes, Watson
and Mycroft, Holmes’ older brother, interview the famous French adventure writer, Jules
Verne, in The Predictability Problem. What they learn about the impending future of the British
Empire rattles them to their cores. In Bane of the Black Brigand, Mrs Hudson is caught in her
kitchen holding a bloody knife while standing over the murdered corpse of a strange copperhaired man. The Late Constable Avery shows how Holmes cleverly solves the murder of a
constable’s wife simply by using his immense powers of logic, observation and deduction. A
Most Irregular Murder details Holmes’ very personal investigation concerning the murder of
one of his Baker Street Irregulars. And finally, in The Adventure of the Underworld Assassin,
Holmes’ detecting skills are tested to their limits as he tries to stop an assassin from
destroying the British Government.
Five demons. One warrior. No second chances. Tom Yamada must fight the demon Lords of
Pain in a series of duels called the Contest - with the whole world at stake. The first Duel Tom
faces the Lord of the Mountain. Ten feet tall, three eyes, one beast of a temper . . .

Historical Dictionary of Sherlock Holmes contains a variety of information about Arthur
Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories, as both narratives and also cultural
phenomena. The volume will help readers look deeper into those stories and the
meanings of the various reference points within them, as well as achieving a deeper
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understanding of the range of contexts of Holmes, Conan Doyle, and detective fiction
as a genre. This book examines the broad global Sherlock Holmes phenomenon
related to the ways in which the stories have been adapted into a range of other media,
as well as the cultural status of Holmes all over the world. Historical Dictionary of
Sherlock Holmes contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography.
The dictionary section has over 1,000 cross-referenced entries that contain detailed
examinations of the themes and features of the 60 stories that make up the Sherlock
Holmes canon. This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and
anyone wanting to know more about Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories.
Five demons. One warrior. No second chances. Tom Yamada must fight the demon
Lords of Pain in a series of duels called the Contest - with the whole world at stake. The
Fourth Duel Tom faces the Lord of the Typhoon - the winged monster that killed his
father. Can Tom get his revenge?
There is no riddle that sharp mind of detective Sherlock Holmes can’t solve.
Observation, intelligence, selflessness and bravery distinguish a famous literature
character created by writer Arthur Conan Doyle. The inimitable duet of Sherlock
Holmes and Dr Watson sets to investigation of a crime series, masterly solves
complicated cases and restores justice inside and outside London. Novels: A Study in
Scarlet, The Sign of the Four, The Hound of the Baskervilles, The Valley of Fear. Short
story collections: The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, The Memoirs of Sherlock
Holmes, The Return of Sherlock Holmes, His Last Bow: Some Later Reminiscences of
Sherlock Holmes. Illustrated by D. Fisher.
A new kind of soldier... This is the British Army of the future. Soldiers brought back from
the dead to fight as robots. The zombie army can learn. They can kill. The only thing
they can't do is die. Even if they want to… NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLING
AUTHOR
Una serie di morti misteriose sta flagellando l'East End. Il cadavere scheletrico che
viene rinvenuto la mattina del 3 novembre 1880 è il quarto a presentare i segni
apparenti di un'estrema denutrizione e il volto pietrificato in uno sguardo di puro terrore.
Ai macabri episodi, avvenuti a intervalli regolari, sempre in una notte di luna nuova, nel
quartiere di Shadwell, sembrano essere associati gli avvistamenti di strane ombre che
si muovono in modo innaturale, suscitando malessere e paura in chiunque le avvicini.
Non sono tuttavia i soli eventi eccezionali in corso; un altro, destinato ad avere sviluppi
impensati, è l'incontro fra un chirurgo militare rientrato dall'Afghanistan e un consulente
investigativo dotato di un talento unico. A Sherlock Holmes e al dottor Watson il destino
ha riservato il compito di fronteggiare una minaccia ben più grave di qualsiasi atto
criminale: il manifestarsi di forze oscure in una vicenda, fino a oggi rimasta segreta, che
riscrive la storia del grande detective.
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